The Divided States of America
A few years ago, the folks on Martha’s Vineyard, a favorite
Massachusetts island getaway for New England liberals, were
under siege by a wild turkey named Tom. Unlike most turkeys
who can be scared off by waving your hands or shouting at
them, Tom enjoyed nothing better than attacking people.
Shouting and waving merely egged him on. Compounding the
problem, Tom led a flock of like-minded birds. If you think of
the Hells Angels, but with wattles and feathers, you’ve got
the picture.
Tom would even terrorize people in cars, daring them to come
out and face him man to turkey. If they chose to wait him out,
he’d peck the paint off their doors.
One day, the folks who rented cribs and cradles to vacationing
tourists couldn’t make a delivery because Tom was chasing them
around their truck, trying to draw blood with one of his
spurs. In a panic, they dumped the stuff in the front yard and
drove off. When the cops were called, Tom attacked them. Four
bullets later, Tom was dead.
Naturally, Martha’s Vineyard being a community of liberals, it
was the cops who came in for tons of grief. These are, after
all, the same folks who get their shorts in a knot when
American soldiers shoot jihadists, so you can imagine their
outrage over a turkey being whacked.
I am recalling this event not merely to amuse you at the
expense of liberal chickens, although that would normally be
motive enough. This time, I am leading up to a reason why I
think it’s time we divided America. I mean, can you imagine a
town in Oklahoma, Montana or Alaska, being held hostage by
psychotic poultry? That bird would only have had to look
cross-eyed at a Texan and his next appearance would have been
on a dinner platter with a side of cranberries.

It only makes sense to divide the United States along
political lines. I’m not saying it would be easy, but it’s
pretty obvious that the nation is growing increasingly
polarized with roughly half the population favoring a huge
federal government that oversees everything from smoking to
nutrition, while the other half believes that the federal
government has gone from being a necessary evil with the
emphasis on necessary to one that is increasingly evil.
As I see it, the entire Pacific coast, along with the
Northeast, favors Obama and the Democrats. Unfortunately,
those two areas are separated by about 2,500 miles. Therefore,
I would suggest connecting those two parts of the country
with, say, a 30 mile corridor south of the Canadian border
that would run through parts of Idaho, Montana, North Dakota,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and
Pennsylvania. That America would include California,
Washington, Oregon, New York, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland and New Jersey. We
conservatives would give up Hawaii in exchange for Alaska. You
can see where that would make for an odd-looking country, but
no odder than the congressional districts that have been
gerrymandered by the Democrats here in California.
I’m not being capricious about dividing a nation that has
already cost 600,000 American lives lost during the war that
was waged to preserve the Union. I simply see no other way to
resolve the differences when half the population regards
abortion as murder and the other half feels that young girls
are entitled to state-funded abortions without parental
consent. The same separation exists between those who favor
same-sex marriages and those who don’t; those in favor of
capital punishment and those who oppose it; those who respect
the Second Amendment and those who’d like to abolish it; those
who favor class and race warfare and those who believe their
America is above such things; those who regard compulsory
union membership as a good thing and those who don’t; those

who defend public schools but send their own kids to private
schools and those who believe in vouchers and home-schooling;
those who oppose drilling for oil and digging for coal, and
those who realize that alternative sources of energy might be
sufficient for a house, but not for an industrial nation; and
those who think that the rights of insects trump the rights of
human beings and those of us who are sane.
If you believe that the bigger the federal government grows,
the better it is, you will be right at home in the new
America. If you not only believe that illegal aliens and
jihadists are entitled to the same rights as a citizen, but
believe that the government should intrude in every aspect of
your life, including those that it is precluded from by the
U.S. Constitution, you might even consider running for public
office.
Just to avoid any possible confusion as to boundaries, we’d
build a very high wall at both our southern and northern
border.
There would be no hard feelings between our two nations, but
knowing how opposed liberals are to military action and how
unwilling they are to fund the Pentagon, they should not
expect us squander our blood or treasure racing to save them
if they are ever invaded by Canada or, for that matter, by a
flock of really angry turkeys.
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